Many analyses and transformations in a pamllelizing compiler can benefit from the ability to compare arbitrary symbolic expressions. In this paper, we describe how one can compare expressions by using symbolic mnges of variables. A range is a lower and upper bound on a variable.
Introduction
To effectively parallelize real programs, parallelizing compilers need powerful symbolic analysis techniques [12, 31 One of most useful of these techniques is the ability to compare arbitrary symbolic expressions, using constraint information derived from the program [3] . Many transformations in a parallelizing compiler can benefit from such an ability. Examples are symbolic dependence testing, detection o€ zero-trip loops, dead-code elimination, determination of array sections referenced by an array access, and 1oc)p tripcount estimation.
The ability to compare symbolic expressions is probably most useful for symbolic data dependence tests. In fact, two symbolic data dependence tests, the authors' Range Test [4] and the Symbolic Banerjee's Inequalities Test [12] , are built upon this ability.
The Range Test proves that two array accesses do not have a loopcarried dependence by proving that the range of possible values referenced by one access does not overlap with the range of possible values for the other access. It proves this by determining that the symbolic upper bound of one of these ranges is less than the symbolic lower bound of the other range. The real strength of the Range Test is that it can prove independence €or non-affine (nonlinear) array references, which most other dependence tests cannot do. For example, the Range Test can prove that all the loops in Figure 1 are parallel. However, the test must be able to perform comparisons of possibly non-affine expressions. For example, it had toprove that ( ( i + 1 ) * ( n Z + n ) ) / 2 + i + k + 2 > 0, under the constraints 0 < i 5 n -1, n 2 1, and 0 < k 5 n -i -2, to disprove dependences for the outer loop of Figure 1 .
In response to this need for comparing arbitrary symbolic expressions under constraints derived from the program unit, we have designed the range propagation algorithm. Range propagation centers upon the computation and manipulation of ranges. A range, denoted b] to a variable 2 denotes the constraint a < x < b. We will always assume that z does not occur in either a or b. This mapping from variables to ranges will be called a mnge dictionary.
Range propagation consists of two major parts: an expression comparison algorithm and a range propagation algorithm. T h e expression comparison algorithm determines which inequality relationships (e.g., <, =, >) hold between two expressions, given a set of constraints in a range dictionary. T h e range propagation algorithm determines the constraints that hold at each point in a program using abstract interpretation.
Section 2 will describe how one can compare two expressions, using constraints represented by a range dictionary. Section 3 will then describe how these range dictionaries can be computed from a program unit. Related work will then be discussed in Section 4. Section 5 will give our conclusions and plans for future work, 2 Comparing expressions using symbolic ranges
In this section, we will first give an overall sketch of our expression comparison algorithm, which determines the relationship between two arbitrary symbolic expressions under the constraints given by a range dictionary. We will then discuss how two major components of the algorithm are implemented. A cost analysis of this algorithm will then be performed. Since the lower bound of d is greater than zero, we have the relationship z * y -l > -y .
Algorithm
To implement the algorithm in Figure 2 , one must implement the functions replacement-order (1 and r e p l a c e -v a r 0 . The next two subsections will describe these functions.
Replacing a variable with its range
One of the essential components of the expression comparison algorithm is replace-var(), which replaces variables with their ranges. An intuitive method t o replace a variable with its range is to substitute each occurrence of the variable in the given expression with the variable's range, then simplify the resulting expression so that it is 
The resulting range can be computed by first substituting W'e simplify an expression by applying rewrite rules to each subexpression, from the innermost subexpressions outward. These rewrite rules transform a subexpression whose arguments are range expressions into a range subexpression whose arguments do not contain ranges. Some of thehc rewrite rules are displayed in Table 1 Similar rewrite rules can be developed for other operatrons or functions, such as MIN and MAX. All these rewrite rules assume that we are working with integer-valued symbolic expressions and that all ranges' 1owr.r bounds are less than or equal to their upper bounds. r h e rest of this paper will also make these assumptions. Sweral of the rewrite rules in Table 1 In addition to the rewrite rules given above, we apply conventional symbolic simplification techniques to the expression. These techniques include constant folding, distribution of products-of-sums, and the combination and cancellation of common symbolic terms [7, 12, 13, 151. We also use advanced techniques developed by Haghighat I131 to simplify expressions containing integer divisions. Where they fail, we multiply out the divisions in the differ- 
Determining a replacement order
The order in which one replaces ranges for variables is very important. A poorly chosen replacement order may require more replacements and result in less accurate ranges than a well chosen replacement order. To determine a good order to replace variables, we create a Range Dependence Graph (RDG), then determine an ordering of its vertices. Each vertex in the RDG represents n variable that may need to be replaced a t some point to make the difference range d be comparable. The RDG also contains a vertex for the initial value of d . An edge exists between vertices z and y if and only if the range for variable z contains the variable y. An example of an RDG is shown in Figure 3 . RDGs may contain cycles.
A good replacement order is computed by determining the strongly-connected components' (SCCs) in the RDG, Range Dependence as well as in the size of the expressions being compared. In practice, these exponential bounds are rarely met. In this section, we will present some quantitativr results that show that the algorithm is reasonably efficient for nearly all real cases. Table 2 displays some statistics on the number of replacements and the average times taken by tlie expression comparison algorithm in Figure 2 . These statistics were collected from the expression comparisons performed by the range propagation algorithm described in Section 3 and by the Range Test Two remarks should be made concerning Table 2 . First, special-case code was used to optimize the c I s e where no replacements are required. Second, the large execution time for comparisons that make 13 variable replacements is mostly due to a costly simplification algorithm for integer divisions. If disabled, the average time decreases to about 900 milliseconds. Table 2 shows that the typical invocation of the expression comparison algorithm is moderately inexpensive. It also shows that the small number of variable replacements performed by a typical comparison is the main reason for its low cost. Thus, the expression comparison algorithm should be inexpensive enough to use in a production compiler, despite its exponential worst-case complexity. Graph.
An example of a cyclic topologically sorting' these SCCs,' then topologically sorting the vertices in each SCC ignoring back-edges. ' We use an arbitrary vertex with an edge originating from outside the SCC as the root (start) node for the internal topological sort of a SCC. Efficient algorithms for finding SCCs and back-edges, and performing topological sorts can be fuund in [SI.
As an example, we wdl compute the replacement order for the RDG graph shown in Figure 3 . The algorithm first computes the strongly connected components of the graph, then topologically sorts them into the order (SCCI, S('C2, SCC3, SCC4). It then topologically sorts the vertices in pnch SCC, ignoring back-edges. The orders for SCCl and SCC4 are trivial, ((1) and ( z ) respectively). The order for SCC2 is computed by choosing an arbitrary vertex with ,in incoming edge, in this case the vertex U, then topologically sorting SCC2 ignoring the back edge w -+ U, getting the order ( U , 21, U) ). The ordering for SCC3, which is ( r , y), is computed similar]). The f i n d replacement order is then formed by concatenating these individual orderings i n the order of the SCC ordvring. "1'111s results in the order 1 f , U , v , w , 2,111 z ) .
Efficiency
The worst case performance of our algorithm is exponential in the number of integer variables in the program 3 A topological ordering of a directed acyclic graph is an ordering such that if there is a path from vertex U to vertex U then U occurs before U in this ordering.
SCCs of a graph in respect to each other. 'By definition of SCCs, one can always topologically sort the 5Back-edges ,we edges in a graph, which if deleted would 
Propagating ranges
The range propagation algorithm c a t e r s on the collection and propagation of ranges through a program unit. Abstract interpretation [9] is used to compute the ranges for variables at each point of a program unit. That is, the algorithm "executes" the program by following its control flow paths, updating the current ranges t o reflect the side effccts of the statements encountered along these paths, until a fixed point is reathed. This section will describe how t o compute ranges for FORTRAN 77 programs. Similar algorithms can be designed for other languages.
Basic operations
To compute the range3 for each statement in the program unit, some basic operations to merge or join ranges are required These basic operations, which are displayed in Table 3 , are the union (U), intersection (n), and widening (v). The union operator merges ranges coming from multiple points in the control flow of the program The int rxsection operator adds new constraint information to a range. This ntxw coristrnint information typically originates from conditional tesls or loop bounds. The widening opq-rator, which 1s essentially an overly conservative union opt-rator, is used a t selected points of the program unit to gudrantee t e r m i n a t i~n .~ The range propagation algorithm uses a special range, denoted a s T, which represents an undefined value. The uiuon operator, when applied upon T and any range 2, ha-. the idmtity . c U T = T U T = 2. T h e application of the other operators on T and z have the same identity. The union and intersection operat ors in Table 3 require tht. computation of 1 he minimum anti maximum of two s j inbolic expressions. These minimums and maximums art computed by comparing the two expressions using algclrithm 2. If the two expressions are incomparablf., the bound is se1 to -cm or +x, for the union operator or to onc of the arguments of the, min or niax for tht. intersection opvrator.' "In [5), we describe a fourth operator, the narrowing (A) opr-rator, which can regain some of the information lost by the widening operator.
7Alternately, one can just use MIN or MAX expressions in the range bounds. Doing so improves the accuracy of computing rarlges and comparing expressions but can slow them down sig-
Algorithm
In our algorithm, mappings of variables t o their ranges, (i.e., range dictionaries), are associated with each statement and each control-flow edge of the program unit. We use iterative data-flow analysis [I] t o c0mpul.e the final values of these range dictionaries. T h e ranges for all variables for all program entry points are initially defined to be [-m : CO]. All other statements and control flow-edges are initially assigned a range dictionary whose ranges are undefined (T). T h e range dictionary for a statement is the union of the ranges of all the entering control-flow edges for that statement. T h e range dictionaries for the exiting control-flow edges of a statement are computed by modifying a copy of the statement's range dictionary with the side effects of the statement. T h e modifications made for each kind of statement is a follows: An assignment statement sets the range for the left-hand-side variable to the range computed from the right-hand-side expression. A conditional statement intersects the entering range dictionary with ranges derived from the conditional's test. A similar intersection operation is done for the bounds of DO loops. To guarantee that the algorithm eventually reaches a fixed point and halts, a widening operator is also applied on the entering range dictionaries of all loop header statements. The arguments to the widening operator are the entering ranges for the current visit t o the statement and the entering ranges of the previous visit t o the statement. The widening operator is only applied for such nodes on the third and later visits t o these nodes, to ensure that the current and previous range dictionaries are fully defined, (i.e., no ranges inside them are T or were formed by a union with T).
Variable modifications by a statement must also be taken into account when computing the ranges for the statement's exiting control-flow edges. When a statement modifies a certain variable, all occurrences of that variable in the range dictionary are replaced with the variable's range. Figure 4 gives an example of the ranges generated by the range propagation algorithm for a small code fragment. Only the ranges for variable z are shown. We will describe how these ranges were computed for only a few statements in the code fragment. The range after statement Ss is In their technique, sets of constraints between variables are represented as a convex polyhedron in the n-space of variable values. Because of this representation, all constraints are restricted t o be in the form of affine inequality relationships, (e.g., 5*x+2ty < 2). Abstract interpretation is used to compute the convex polyhedron of variable constraints for each statement and each control flow edge of the program. Two affine symbolic expressions can be compared, in respect to constraints given as a convex polyhedron, by determining what side the convex polyhedron falls on the hyperplane formed by the difference of the two vxpressions.
Example

Time Complexity
Although our range propagation algorithm was heavily influenced by their abstract interpretation algorithm, our representation of variable constraints is quite different. They are more accurate in the computation arid propagation of affine variable constraints. However, they cannot handle non-affine variable constraints, such a* a < b * c.
Another strength in our representation is that our analyses can use a sparse data-flow form, such as definition-use chains [I] or Static Single Assignment [Ill, while theirs cannot. Performing range propagation on such a sparse form can greatly increase its efficiency. demand-driven analysis of the program. Phi (9) functions, which are allowed t o be substituted in these expressions, are used t o represent ranges of values. These methods are potentially mre efficient because they are demand-driven and use SSA form. We plan combine the two methods in the future.
Conclusions
We have presented a powerful, efficient technique to compute the symbolic ranges for a program unit, and have shown how t o use these ranges t o compare arbitrary, possibly non-affine, symbolic expressions. We have also shown that this technique can benefit several passes in a parallelizing compiler.
We have implemented range propagation in Polaris, a parallelizing compiler being developed a t the University of Illinois [2]. Range propagation is currently being used for symbolic data dependence testing by the Range Test [4] , detection of zerc-trip loops, computation of symbolic range of values that may possibly be referenced by an array access, and estimation of iteration counts of loops. Range propagation has enabled the Range Test t o effectively parallelize two codes in the Perfect Benchmarks, T R F D and OCEAN, with the aid of other restructuring techniques. Bibcause of this, we wcre able t o achieve speedups close t o the hand-pardelized versions, which were 13 for T R F D aiid 14 for OCEAN on Cedar, a machine with 32 vector processors, where commercial parallelking compilers could only achieve a speedup of at most 2. Thus, the abilit) to compare symbolic expressions, as provided by range prop agation, can significantly improve the effectiveness of parallelizing compilers.
Our future work will be in improving the efficiency of the range propagation algorithm from Section 3. We plan on converting the algorithm so that i t uses Static Single Assignment form. By using such a form, we exoect to improve its time complexity to O(ec), as well as eliminate the practical costs of handling side effects and duplicating ranges. We will also look into demand-driven analysis [16] , which can be greatly beneficial for range propagation since several of the compiler transformations which call it w e d only a few r a n g m
